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Professional Summary
Solution-driven professional excelling in highly collaborative work environment,
finding solutions to challenges and focused on customer satisfaction. Proven
experience developing consumer-focused web sites using HTML, CSS, PHP and
JavaScript. Experience building products for desktop, phone and mobile app users,
meeting highest standards for web design, user experience, best practices, usability
and speed. Responding to challenges by designing and developing solutions and
building web applications aligned to customer's services. Translating solutions into
code and working across many different APIs, third-party integrations and
databases. Goal-oriented Web Developer with strong commitment to collaboration
and solutions-oriented problem-solving. Use various web design software to
develop customer-focused websites and designs. Committed to high standards of
web design, user experience, usability and speed for multiple types of end-users.
Successful at maintaining customer satisfaction through effective customer
support.

Work History
September 2007 to Current as Freelance Webdeveloper
 Created eye catching and functional digital design concepts across various
platforms to strengthen company brand and identity.
 Analyzed requirements and designes, developed and implemented
software applications for multiple websites.
 Used various technologies, including node.js, yarn, webpack to make code
repairs and optimize website.
 Used programming capabilities in PHP, SQL and JavaScript and other
libraries as needed.
 Converted mockups into HTML, CSS (SCSS), JavaScript, with using AJAX and
JSON.
 Developed a websites using WordPress, Bitrix CMS, Shopify, Joomla by
converting designs.
 While making a websites I always think about SEO, page-downloading
speed (lazy loading, image sizes and formats, sprites, asynchrony).
 Developed hybrid mobile application with using Cordova, Vue.js and
Framework 7.
 I have an experience to work in development teams (git, trello, jiro, slack).
 For complicated interfaces, I prefer to use Vue.js.
 I am Top rated freelancer on Upwork and I have 100% Job Success.

Interests
Tennis, travelling, guitar… I have two children so my main interest is my family 

Skills
PHP / JavaScript / HTML /
CSS-SCSS / Vue.js / MySQL /
AJAX / JSON / Git
WordPress / Bitrix / Joomla /
OpenCart / Shopify
Laravel / Yii2 / Composer /
Bootstrap /

Education
Moscow Institute of Physics
and Technology (State
University)
1985-1991

Certifications
Bitrix certified developer
https://partners.bitrix.ua/certificates/p
artner.php?level=sertif

Bitrix certified member of
Quality Monitoring Program
https://partners.bitrix.ua/certificates/p
artner_competence.php?competence=in
_qc

Udemi Laravel 8 course
https://www.udemy.com/certificate/UC1cce4ee4-71a0-4bc2-b46e9784bbdeaa2c/

Languages
English – fluent
Ukrainian & Russian –
native/bilingual

